SHERRY TO JIM


Sherry is an incarnated expression of The Gestalt of Consciousness or Group Mind Which chooses to call Itself The Confederation of Man in its communications or channelings through her.  She retained a partial memory of her connection to The Group Mind in the early portion of her life and was more fully awakened by her teacher, Chief Little Summer, in Sarasota, Florida.  Her psychic abilities, which flow from her Higher Self, are fairly well advanced for this 3rd Density Level, and she additionally receives input, while conscious, from her Source, The Confederation.

These are selected passages from her communications to me which have remained ongoing since 1993.  Although some personal matters are included, I share these writings with others because of their interesting and many times fascinating nature.  There is also esoteric information of a spiritual and metaphysical bent which may further inform those who are seekers on the Path.

                                              ------------------------------------------------------

11-14-93:

"The Confederation of Man is a Group Mind of Wanderers (see "The Harvest"), high 4th to mid 5th Density.  These Ones are in service to Earth and are connected with The Saturn Tribunal (of 9 for The Solar System) and The Galactic Council.  The Great White Brotherhood (of Earth) works closely with The Confederation of Man and are The Protectors of the individuals within The Group Mind who incarnate upon This Earth within The Illusion.  These Wanderers within The Group Mind come from all over This Galaxy and from many different Solar Systems and Gestalts.  I have a strong suspicion that you are one of these who has come to experience and uplift the whole of Humanity."

"RA is The Co-Creator of the Earth and This Solar System.  There are also other Gestalts Who have created here in This Solar System.  RA is mostly associated with The Earth Illusion and has incarnated here to experience.  Incarnations from This Group Mind (RA) are made through The Hatton Social Memory Complex.  Hatton may be a spinoff of RA, The Ancient One.  I am not sure of this, but it feels correct."

"You are most blessed and greatly supported in your great work."

11-29-93:

"The uninhabitable surface of This 3rd Density Plane (after The Dimensional Shift), where we now dwell, will present no difficulties for those who have attained The 4th Density Level.  We will no longer be on The Physical 3rd Density Illusion but in The 4th Density Illusion Level.  All that is manifested is illusion.  We must stop thinking 3rd Density.  We will walk into another dimension.  Our bodies will mutate and transform as a butterfly from a caterpillar."

"A molten 3rd Density Dimension will cause no harm, because those of The Light will step up into another dimension -- same time, different space.  The only difference is that Love and Light bearers will dwell in The Astral Plane."

"I was informed that a continual raising of The Kundalini Energy on a conscious basis or level will aid in bringing about our transition.  We are continually attempting to raise The Kundalini, but in each attempt only strands of This Energy Force are raised."

"A conscious raising of Kundalini and allowing It to be merged in the base of our own Higher Self (The Golden Globe a few inches above our Crown Chakra), leaving It locked in place, and repeating this over and over until a permanent merging with our own Higher Self occurs will bring about our change.  Always placing around oneself a dome of protection is vital during this Kundalini raising or any meditation."

"What happens by this raising of Kundalini is that eventually the 3 lower chakras -- Red, Orange, and Yellow -- will become deactivated.  The Kundalini will become based in The Green-Love Chakra of the heart.  At this point, the nervous system of the 3rd Density body will speed up in vibration and energy and pass through the denser human form.  When this occurs, The Astral Body, which surrounds the human body, becomes activated, and the human body is discarded."

"There is a reason you live in isolation in your van.  It helps leave you untouched by the illusion of this crazy earth society.  There are no coincidences.  Each of us is a center of all creation.  We are the microcosm of the macrocosm."

"The Light and Love which you pull into your consciousness allows an even greater capacity to receive Love and Light.  You, I believe, are a transmitter and receiver of Love and Light.  On some level of consciousness, you perform this with great skill."

"You are in service to The Earth Logos, and if in doing your mission you jog others to awaken, this is a great bonus.  The power you have is that by bringing about the change within yourself, the vibrations you transmit to The Earth Logos will greatly enhance Her Transition."

"Your pure heart will not be and has never been ignored.  When the time is appropriate, your inner knowing will expand and all will be well.  You truly are most blessed in that you are awakened and you know you have a purpose."

"To help not only Planet Earth but the whole Solar System evolve into a Higher Spiritual Level and under such dread circumstances is no easy task!"

"The capacity for compassion you possess, believe me, is rare and most beautiful.  That compassion is your bridge.  Flow with it, but also at the same time allow your consciousness to see through the illusion.  Separation from the illusion in this way opens up access to infinite knowledge.  Always use the green dome with coating of violet, gold, aqua, and pink to isolate yourself in your own goodness."

"The most exciting and joyous time in your life is coming up.  Don't allow the Earth Changes Illusion to lower your vibrations.  Use your compassion instead to raise your vibrations."

"When you teach, it will be by example.  You will possess a wonderful peace and joy!  Others will see this and ask for your thoughts."

"Some of this letter has been from me.  A great deal is from The Confederation of Man and Natarr (Sherry's Multidimensional Self).  We hope this has been helpful."

01-15-94:

"The Base Chakra of 4th Density is The Green Ray Love Vibration (Anahata or Heart Chakra).  The Higher Self is attached to The Heart Chakra of The Gestalt or Social Memory Complex.  When The Higher Self is our Base Chakra, we have completed our journey to 7th Density."

"In 4th Density, The Higher Self becomes the new Crown Chakra, The I Am."

"My teacher, Chief Little Summer, taught us that Lord Maitreya was with Jesus his last 3 years (from The Baptism to The Crucifixion).  Did you know that Jesus was a Walk-In before the last 3 years?  A Transcendental Soul with pre-arrangement entered the body of Jesus displacing an Old Soul.  This was done because only through a Transcendental Soul can an Infinite Soul operate.  (Transcendental Souls can only enter as Walk-In, not birth).  This very high vibration (Infinite Soul -- 6th Density) was Maitreya, a completed Gestalt Consciousness."

"I've asked for aid from Group Mind in this.  They are telling me that The Violet Flame represents Divine Intelligence as humans are capable of receiving It -- The Seventh Ray Violet."

"Within our bodies is the same structure and physical creation of all of Creation.  We are the microcosm of the macrocosm.  Becoming The I Am of the totality of our vast Consciousness and experience, drawing all that we are capable of grasping, is our service to The Creator."

"See yourself as a working part in Creation, and be aware that as such there is no one of lesser value than another."

"Call upon St. Germain or The Great White Brotherhood or Kuthumi and form, on a focused, conscious level, a partnership.  They are most pleased to be of service to you as you are most pleased to be of service to Them or Mankind.  We are of The All That Is, partners in creation, love, and service.  When you perceive the greatness within you, you will understand The I Am."

"I had a very strange experience about 16 years ago.  We were having a Halloween party and suddenly before me appeared (clear and real) an Entity.  He had an angular face, smoothed back hair, and an authoritative feel about Him.  He wore a robe of purple, green, and blue with silver and gold thread running through it, sort of like in a Japanese kimono, the way the gold and silver threads were.  The robe was of a texture of butterfly wings."

"I do not know how, but I was no longer in my body.  I turned and saw myself.  I looked around and none of our guests seemed to be aware of my experience.  I believe time was stopped.  I spoke with This Entity at great length but have no conscious memory of our conversation."

"The thing I do remember with great clarity is being taken far above The Earth and seeing a line of fire from top to bottom (north to south) on The West Coast of The United States.  Later, I realized that a great earthquake had occurred.  I was given no date."

"When we returned to the party, He walked through the door, and I was returned to my body.  No one else noticed anything.  I'd only had 2 sips of wine, so I was not drunk.  The party had only just started."

"When I asked The Chief who The Entity was, he said it was St. Germain.  Until then, I had never heard of St. Germain.  It was truly a magnificent experience."

02-06-94:

"The Chief was able to state that The Entity I saw was St. Germain because, as I described Him, I pictured Him in my mind.  He could see the picture.  I too have, on rare occasions, been able to 'see' the picture in someone's mind, so I know this is possible."

"I am impressed with your observation of the lack of loss of life in the floods, hurricanes, and earthquakes.  This is done with great purpose, the illusion destroyed in order to give ones the chance to look within.  All is done with Divine intent."

"On some level, you are progressing as you should be.  Your desire is strong to achieve conscious experience.  It will be given to you as long as you have a loving, focused intent.  Be specific in the knowledge that you wish.  Many times the request makes all the difference.  I hope this helps.  The Guides say you will achieve this."

"I remember a small portion of an Atlantean incarnation.  It was at a point of no return.  The disastrous decision had been made which brought about the destruction.  I was some kind of authority figure on a council, a female, and knew this was a very bad decision but could do nothing about it."

03-19-94:

"I have been trying to find out what to call my book, and last Sunday The Guides or my Group Mind allowed me to have this most exciting experience.  I felt my consciousness extend out through my Third Eye.  I was able to maintain an awareness of both portions of that strand of consciousness.  In front of me was what I just knew was The Earth, however It did not appear as our outer space pictures show It.  It looked like a brain coral in texture and was what I call no color, sort of grey.  I heard a portion of myself say, 'It looks like a labyrinth'.  This was an experience planned to tell me what to call the book.  It will be called 'The Labyrinth Called Planet Earth'.  What do you think?  I think it is just perfect.  They told me, when we are free of the illusion, this is truly how The Earth looks.  Our pictures are part of the illusion which extends beyond The Earth in space."

"I want to share an experience with you that I think is so interesting.  My husband and I went to The Skyway Park to look for Dolphins.  We were rewarded greatly with a large Dolphin just 100 ft. off shore playing and throwing fish up in the air with his nose.  We watched the show for an hour.  Then we sat down to eat sandwiches, and as I gazed out to The Gulf to look for more Dolphins, in the corner of my eye I caught sight of a great golden energy.  It was within this scraggly, weather-beaten bush.  I looked straight at it and this magnificent, golden glow was still there.  Then I heard The Guides say, 'This is the same as the burning bush which Moses in your Bible saw'.  I was able to see with 4th Density vision the energy field of the bush.  This is what Moses perceived as the burning bush.  The bright, golden color did indeed look like fire.  Isn't that neat?"

"I asked The Group about St. Germain.  They gave me the information that St. Germain is an Elder.  This One is a native of Earth but has achieved 4th Density Ascension within The 3rd Density Illusion.  This is very rare.  Only about 100 Elders are of Earth and have all chosen to stay to bring up the vibrations of their fellow Earthlings.  A great deal of respect and honor is given to St. Germain by The Old Ones.  It took me 2 Planet Illusions to achieve 4th Density the first time.  He achieved this two-thirds of the way in one Planet Illusion.  See how focused He is?  Great!"

"I also found out that you are a member of The Great White Brotherhood, a member.  Our connection is not just coincidence.  The Confederation of Man works very closely with The Great White Brotherhood in their work with the ones in The Earth Illusion.  I thought you might want to know this.  We also work with each other on other levels of consciousness.  If you perceive me in a dream, you are remembering an actual contact on a different level."

"When you are looking through your Third Eye, you may feel a popping.  This is good!  You know you're open in That Chakra (The Ajna).  Also, when visions are presented to you, they are very quick.  Try not to 'blink' your Third Eye.  Be quick with your mind to 'see' the vision.  It may be a face or a scene.  These are usually memories but sometimes precognition."

04-15-94:

"I so enjoy watching you develope through your letters.  You are, indeed, a messenger with a message.  As you discover who you are, you will then be capable of helping others discover who they are within themselves.  You are a teacher by example."

"You will be capable of comprehending the 'Vast Intelligences' when you become a Vast Intelligence within your own right.  If you don't understand this now, don't worry.  You will soon."

"The feeling I get from your experience with Norma Milanovich (see 'Ascension Celebration 1992') is quite positive.  It is as a direction of intent and focus.  She is one who is in service and teaches others her way of service.  I have heard of the proposed construction of The Pyramid (The Templar, overseen by Kuthumi).  My Group Mind tells me that this is thought of as a balancer to help maintain the integrity of the earth 'poise' to allow for a less cataclysmic change.  It is of a great love intent and noted in great favor with Those Who would guide us into the next Density."

"It is a gift that you were able to attend the affirmation of love intent in creating The New Love Age of Planet Earth.  You are beginning to know yourself.  Follow what you feel, and it will be correct for you.  I have 'seen' you grow and expand through your letters.  It has given me great joy for you to allow me this growing with you."

"I hold your thought in great respect.  Your vibrations are very high, whether you know it or not."

05-01-94:

"I did a channeling last weekend in which The Group Mind told me that as the mutation manifests within me, my illusion will alter accordingly.  Things that seem important to survive will no longer be desired.  I will lose my need for cigarettes, food, etc.  My electromagnetic body will be forming through the nervous system of this body.  The electrons are portions of consciousness.  This portion of ourselves will remain intact while traveling through The Orange Ray (The Second Ray) of change when The Deva of our bodies will decreate our human bodies and return those portions which belong to The Earth Plane (ashes to ashes, dust to dust)."

"I had an awesome experience.  I hate predictions because I don't know how I'll feel from one minute to the next, let alone how the mass consciousness will manifest this illusion.  I balked at writing into an article about the earth's new Sun (for this Solar System), however Group Mind kept giving me little flashes to support the information."

"Then, in a meditative state I asked to see the new Sun, so I would know I had not presented impure information.  (I feel very responsible for the information that I write down to share with others.)  With this intent, I felt my consciousness expand outwardly through The Third Eye.  It looked like clouds which formed a tunnel through which I could travel, sorta like a telescope."

"At the end of the tunnel there was a fine etching of what I knew was Jupiter, just a vague outline.  I saw a UFO moving around the outline and an Entity with wings within the outline.  It must have been an Angel or Representative of The Angelic Realm.  Then my consciousness was drawn back into my body.  I knew without a doubt that I had been viewing Jupiter, but I was confused as to what I was seeing.  I wanted to see the future Sun."

"Then, still in a meditative state, I knew what I had seen was the visualization in progress to create the new Sun.  My mind had been merged with Group Mind, and the visualization was from The Galactic Council to Group Mind.  The new Sun is a new creation.  It is as an aid to bring about the new change in space of the entire Solar System."

"My Group Mind as well as Others will actually use this visualization to create a new Sun.  We will be honored to see this.  I was honored to be allowed to share a 'look see' into the process of creation from the point of visualization.  They visualize just as we do.  Isn't that great?  This is another wonderful lesson."

"You and I are most blessed in that when Tribulation begins, we will know what is happening.  The new energies will allow for our consciousness to expand and receive memory.  All will become clear to us, while those of less experience will become embroiled in the illusion or leave the illusion."

"It will be an exciting time.  Our knowing and actions will not be clouded by emotion.  Released from emotion, we will know only the joy through a much higher wisdom and knowledge.  What one's experience as suffering, we will see and know as experience, the bigger picture.  We too have experienced this on a 3rd Density Level at one time.  It will be as if we are watching our children in a school play or sports event."

"By allowing this expanded thinking, we remove ourselves from the emotional response of 3rd Density.  My Group Mind tells me you are presently working to gain this level.  You will succeed, no doubt about that.  We will both reach the correct level.  It is okay to just know, but we shouldn't worry about how others have their knowing.  Their knowing is of a lower level, and this is correct for them.  It is up to each as to how quickly the lessons are learned or how slowly.  All is as it should be.  We are responsible only for ourselves."

"The new Sun Energies (from Jupiter) will, indeed, divide and empower both negative and positive (service to self and service to others).  For the positive, it will allow for a stepping into a Higher Level (4th Density) of The Earth Plane.  We will be able to see all that is happening upon The Earth but will not be affected, since we will be in a different dimension.  In other words, it will be as if we are so large that we see The Earth Illusion as a fish bowl.  We won't be affected because we are of a bigger mind and thus removed from the illusion but still in a position to interact with the illusion.  Being removed from the illusion in this way, we will no longer be bound by the lower frequency of The Earth Illusion."

"This is why I have told you that your vibrations are high.  You are removing yourself from the illusion.  It is apparent in the way you express your thoughts.  We all have a 'fur piece' to go to achieve our separation, but our mutation is on schedule, and all is well."

"Visualize what you wish to become, and you will be .................... from Group Mind."

05-27-94:

"I will endeavor to relate to you what I have perceived during my mergings with Group Mind.  Visualize no emotion.  Remember how you feel in a meditative state.  All here is removed from concern.  Look about you as if you were viewing a video or movie.  It is not real."

"As your Soul Grid merges and a higher vibration becomes within you, your molecular structure alters.  The Deva or atoms speed up and pass through the slower moving atoms of your human form.  Through this thought, you have placed your consciousness into a Higher Dimension.  When in this Higher Dimension, your body cannot be affected by the lower dimension, because you are no longer there."

"Your body will no longer require food, drink, clothing, or shelter.  Temperature means nothing.  Where you are, you are.  You will be able to 'see' what is happening in the next dimension with no emotion.  You are just watching a film clip on TV which does not affect you since you are not in that presence.  You are an observer, however you are capable of projecting strong thought waves or messages to help those who are in the video."

"This is how you help on a lower dimension.  This is your ability/responsibility, but the one you offer help to has free will and so will heed your message or not.  This is 4th Density."

"If necessary, you can step into the lower vibrations from the higher vibrations, taking with you your higher electromagnetic body.  In this way (only when asked), you can save a human life or heal a human (with consent from Higher Self).  You are an angel on Earth.  This is your mission.  All the compassion you have learned by being human for so long is your violet robe, the flame of the guidance of The One Infinite Creator.  I have this knowing of beingness only because I have been merged for short periods with Group Mind."

08-12-94:

"I think of you as a beacon, pulling in The Light for Mother Earth and keeping yourself (consciousness) free to receive and transmit The Light."

"They say listen to your daydreams, for therein lies the keyhole to your Multidimensional Self, your Totality.  Memory will be found in your daydreams if you will trust your intuition.  Something which may seem far-out to the here and now may be the norm in reality."

"Arcturus is The Group Mind of The Arcturians who are Bird People from another Solar System hundreds of light-years away.  They are The Ones Who are sending the tones in our ears.  These Ones were requested to aid The Transition of The Earth because of the expertise of their use of tones as energies which, when controlled and applied in a knowledgeable manner, will guide many here to a higher conscious level.  They are 6th Density and of a pure, white light.  They have humanish-looking faces and embodiment with wings.  They do not use the wings to fly.  They teleport Themselves where They wish to go.  They are beautiful.  I saw Arcturus with my Third Eye.  These Ones also aid our musicians who create music which brings about a definite alteration in raising the vibration of the human body."

"The only way I, while in human vehicle, can merge with 6th Density is through The Confederation of Man.  When I merge with Them, their Mind is my mind.  With the use of this higher clarity of intellect, I am capable of retaining and comprehending the higher knowledge.  My poor human mind could never attain the clarity and knowing without the merging.  This is the way all of us will communicate, by merging with a Higher Portion of ourselves.  We are all one.  See?"

"If you feel good about what you do, you are in service to your Higher Self.  If you are nagged by doubt or irritable, you are not in harmony with your Higher Self."

"I am instructed to tell you that freedom is a state of mind.  One may be imprisoned, but the consciousness is capable of traveling to the edges of Creation.  Freedom is a state of mind.  If you use your mind, you are always free.  Through this knowledge of freedom, who can ever not be free?"

"The term you use, 'surrendering to The Divine Will', implies a giving up of your desires.  This is not correct.  Finding joy in The Divine Will is proper and correct.  We are all in service to The One Infinite Creator by just being.  Through us, The Creator experiences parts of Itself.  This is why we were created.  By being, thinking, and reacting we are of a valuable and good service to the contribution of knowlege to The All That Is."

"You especially, with your wonderful intellect and thinking, give great joy to The Creator.  Why not just enjoy being?  By just being, you are in a vibration to receive all sorts of wonderful information and experiences.  You are already a perfect instrument of The Divine.  Look how you were created.  By accepting and, if needed, forgiving yourself, you bring about a release.  And with release, you put yourself into a position to release all that is about you."

"Everything and everyone is created for experience.  This is an illusion.  The only reality is consciousness.  By releasing this illusion and freeing yourself from entrapment, you release yourself from the illusion and step into a higher Dimension.  That's it!  That's Ascension!  The only hard part is letting go of the only thing we remember, this illusion."

"Having reached the next Dimension (in 4th Density), we will then be capable of the full knowledge of our mission and of retrieving others who are ready to Ascend.  We have to do it first.  We will bring 'Heaven' to The Earth.  We accepted the responsibility.  So, let your mind relax and receive and fill up with the pure information from your Higher Self.  Trust your intuition and allow for your own beingness."

08-24-94:

"I would feel that we would have achieved The Ascension into the next Dimension by the time that the 'shit' hits the fan.  We will be present for the beginnings of it, which have already started.  We will see it get worse, but we will not be affected from the next Dimension by The Great Changes.  We will, however, be able to view this from the next Dimension.  We will see it clearly and aid ones who would transcend into The Love Vibration from that Dimension."

"Don't be discouraged.  Concentrate on your own developement.  When you are your Totality, you will be capable of raising the vibrations of those around you who would Ascend.  I am told you will achieve this and soon break out of your self-set limitations."

09-17-94:

"I had a very exciting meditation last weekend.  It was 5:00 AM and I really went deeply fast.  I was able to break through the veil 3 times, for several seconds each.  The first place I visited was an area which I felt was on the other side of The Solar System.  I saw an eclipsing of The Sun by one planet and watched as another planet lined up also.  In channeling later, I was told that the line-up I had seen was Jupiter, Uranus, and The 12th Planet.  I believe that this is something which will occur."

"The second place I went was to a planet where I saw 2 space ships or hover crafts in a line (I was behind them), and the foliage of the planet was so colorful that it seemed to blur.  So much color I had never seen before.  I was told and also felt at the time that I was on Uranus.  With further questions, I was told by Arcturus that this school of teaching is where one learns to merge consciousness with other beings on other planets -- the ability to hear other's thoughts and to actually blend consciousness with all beings such as humans, animals, plants, rocks, and ET's.  This was a returning to a place where I had studied before and was very beautiful."

"The third place I went was to view, in space, a planet being destroyed.  I felt that it was Maldek (former planet between Mars and Jupiter) but saw a great line of energy curving over from one side of the planet to the other side.  Also, I saw, close to the planet, a smaller planet which must have been the moon, Malona.  Later, I checked what The Chief had to say in his book, and he spoke of a Kryl Ray which brought about the nuclear destruction of The Planet Maldek.  That explained the energy line."

"I was able to keep myself in each area for 30 or 40 seconds each, the longest ever."

10-01-94:

"When one lives in a state of grace, one dwells in abundance.  What you need is always given to you.  You may receive things you do not want but need for some spiritual reason.  You will never be allowed to starve to death.  You will be given what you need for physical and spiritual needs.  Believe this; know this, and you have removed from yourself the very thing you believe to be of The Dark Ones, money.  You will no longer occupy your precious thoughts with money and will free your mind to receive spiritual guidance.  I know that intellect tells you that this is stupid and impractical, but what I am speaking of is faith and the belief that you are most loved and protected by your Angels and Spirit Guides."

10-15-94:

"I have been privileged to experience 2 channelings with Jesus and remember the warmth so special.  During one I had a vision.  I was in a group of people, a large crowd.  There was a building.  My position in the crowd to this building was that I was behind slightly and to the right."

"In front of the building was a man who was speaking.  I could only see a portion of his back and noted the brilliant red hair.  The Sun was very bright, and it (his hair) was very bright.  I know that this was Jesus.  After the flash of the vision, I was told by Jesus that the 'seeds' planted in that incarnation were blooming in this incarnation.  I felt, when that was written, a welling up, from deep within, of this burst of joy and began to cry."

"I had heard Jesus speak and was allowed a piece of that memory.  Then much later, during one of the rare times I have been able to leave my body, I saw Jesus again.  He had red hair and a trim red beard.  He was wearing a white garment with a tight-fitting collar (Nero type).  The garment went down to ankle length.  He was short in stature with the most kind blue eyes.  He was built sturdily.  It was a wonderful experience.  I was not permitted by my Higher Self to stay on this level long enough to speak to Him but traveled on to my destination."

"I've been getting some input from Group Mind on The Hierarchy.  According to Them, the idea of separate Entities is not totally accurate.  We are talking about a merging with consciousness.  The way in which the information was given was to present the idea of Initiation and progress through the levels.  When the actual Event of advancement takes place, it is on the level of a merging of consciousness with The Higher Aspects or Levels in order to gain the knowledge of The Divine or Universal Laws.  I keep getting that you are not separate from Them but merging.  In other words, you are an aspect of Kuthumi."

"I am getting a great deal of input from Group Mind concerning you.  There is great purpose in being as you are.  You will be receiving the attachment to your own greatness and goodness at a period when The Earth requires a tremendous dose of Love and Light.  This is why you are not permitted, at this time, to remember very much.  You are a trigger and of tremendous value.  I'm not sure what this tremendous ability of yours will do specifically, but it is of a Divine and deliberate intent.  You are a key of some sort to bring about The Great Transition.  I am also told that you must be patient and try to enjoy the beauty of The Earth and her humans."

11-06-94:

"When I studied with Chief Little Summer, he stated that many of the people on the street who were drug and alcohol dependent are high density entities who could not tolerate the low vibrations of The Earth Plane.  This makes sense in a lot of ways.  You are not one of these.  You are too strong of will and faith to fall into the trap of alcoholism or drug use, but being the high density entity that you are, you have removed yourself from the low vibrations of The Earth Plane (by living in the wilderness)."

"I perceive that you are at a turning point.  You have experienced the extreme of The Earth Illusion -- of doctor, then the extreme of hermit.  Now you will come into the balance between the 2 and be in perfection.  This balance is vital for Ascension.  As you turn your now rested ego from the peace of the forest and mountains, you will begin to see opportunities which will allow you to heal others in a spiritual manner."

"I think that we will both agree that disease is dysharmony.  By finding the root of the dysharmony, then The Loving Energy of our Creator can again flow freely in that area and change the disease to ease.  You will learn to listen not only to your Higher Self but will enable others to release to you the knowledge of their own Higher Selves by your countenance.  In this way, you and they will be offered an experience of new knowledge and healing.  We are all one."

"When you can truly understand yourself, know yourself, and forgive (release) yourself, there will be so much more Light let into your being.  Then you will be able to transmit this understanding, knowledge, and release (the greatest love) to others and teach them to do the same and so on like a domino effect.  Light will pour into The Earth all over the place."

"If you could only know you as I 'feel' you.  You are truly a magnificent entity and one with which I have been connected for a long time.  Please try to see your own beauty.  Perhaps then you will be able to see the beauty in others through the illusion."

12-28-94:

"The Higher Self contains all our experience as well as the conscious, unconscious, and superconscious.  Our thinking does not go on in our brain but above.  The tensor portion of the brain (that large portion we do not use) is where our Crown Chakra is.  Also The Third Eye is connected with this area.  They work together.  The only portion of consciousness within the human body is The Kundalini.  It entends down from The Higher Self."

"The less dense we wish to be, the higher within the consciousness of The Higher Self do we have our thoughts; the lower, then the more use of the life force or Kundalini.  The Higher Self will become The Heart Chakra connection when we reach The Level of 4th Density.  I just reread what I typed, and I did not do this.  The Confederation stepped in."

"Anyway, The Astral Plane is 4th Density and the highest Density yet available on Planet Earth.  This is the level the humans are trying to reach.  All planets have several Densities in accordance with whatever level ones would wish to express themselves in.  The Astral belongs to The Earth School.  On another planet, it has a different name.  See?"

"Your story of meeting Sunny Baba (on the slopes of Mt. Shasta) is very interesting.  I got a strange flash, when I read that part, that you were connecting with another portion of yourself, perhaps a serial self." (Sunny Baba is another extended expression of Kuthumi.)

01-09-95:

"The information that I received off and on last night and this morning is that Kuthumi is of the higher dimensional collected consciousness of The 5th Density Realm, very close to going into 6th Density.  You are a fragmented portion of The Whole of Kuthumi.  The time is now for you to know and understand this.  We have a close tie-in there somewhere."

"I know, about me, that I am a member of The Confederation of Man and that The Confederation is at the lower portion of The 5th Density Level.  Regardless of levels, we are all here to serve each other."

"I was given the understanding that I am more easily accepting to The Earth Plane because of the lower level.  My purpose here is in perfection for my level as is your purpose for your level.  We are all in service and must awaken to whom we really are in order to fulfill that purpose."

"To show you how difficult and important The Transition of The Earth is, several 5th Density Entities have fragmented down, and five 6th Density Ones have fragmented down to give aid to the coming Transition.  We chose and were chosen to be of service, and the way to do this is to remember who we are so we can get on with it.  We have tremendous help from each other and, literally, groups of Others Who are in a Higher Plane."

"This is really weird.  Some of this is coming from Sherry, and some is coming from The Confederation.  We have a party line.  Anyway, the way in which I was permitted into The Earth Plane was through The Hatonn Social Memory Complex (Group Mind).  When I set foot upon The Earth Plane, I was 4th Density Man."

"I taught the people of Mu the use of The Third Eye.  In doing so, I brought about a catalyst which embroiled me into The 3rd Density Illusion via karma.  In teaching some the ability of vision through The Third Eye, a separation came about.  Those who were capable of this wisdom became different from those who could not do this.  It was the birth of the caste system on Planet Earth.  Heavy stuff, huh?"

"Being of this knowledge, those who could 'see' felt they were better than those who could not 'see'.  They also used their power, as is the nature of 3rd Density, to hold power over their own kind.  This was not my original intent.  When I saw how my teachings had been used, I acquired karma, and here I am still.  I have always been hesitant about sharing my knowledge.  You are one of the very few who know about my ancient skeleton."

"Anyway, I perceive that you have also entered The Earth Plane through Hatonn (Group Consciousness).  We interact with each other not only on this level of consciousness but on many others.  Our connection is probably here.  We are mobile at a Higher Density and can switch Gestalts at will with a specific purpose and Divine guidance."

"The Higher Density Entities Who wish to make contact on a Physical Level are capable of projecting an image (a holographic projection) to us, which, at our level here, is as a point of reference or recognition.  This happens also on many levels, mostly through the dream state, but also on a conscious level as a vision or more rarely as a human (in appearance) with specific intent."

01-21-95:

"I met one of your 'selves' (incarnations) in a dream last week.  It was most interesting.  You were very tall (about 10 feet) and were wearing a long, white garment partially bound at the waist by a black belt.  The front part of your robe hung free.  Your hair was long and slightly wavy and of a rich brown in color.  Your face was longish, clean shaven, and attractive but not beautiful in earth model type comparison.  I called to you and said, 'Jim'.  I knew that this entity was you without a shadow of a doubt.  When you walked away, you left a large footprint in the sand, and I placed my foot in it.  Your footprint was 3 times larger than my foot.  I know that this was a memory of our relationship in Atlantis.  There is no doubt in my mind.  This is where we are connected.  Isn't that great?"

"In regard to the merging of Natarr, it was not this portion of Sherry which achieved The Ascension but rather The Multidimensional Self Which is called Natarr.  The whole experience was carefully orchestrated by my Higher Self and my Spirit Guides in order to bring about an alteration of this Sherry which would enable The Confederation of Man to get their information through to the ones on Earth.  A portion of my consciousness was allowed to temporarily merge with Natarr (a so-called future self) in order to: 1) give me valuable information through the experience and 2) speed up the molecular make-up of this body and raise its vibrations.  I have never been the same since this experience."

"I have been receiving information all morning about the idea that 4th Density thinking is like abstract art.  It is abstract thinking which is alien to our limited mental capacity.  We see things in our perception of reality.  In 4th Density, it is not the same in that thought is abstract, and all the rules as we know them do not apply."

"When we have a strange dream, it is communication.  If the dream makes no sense, then we must grasp the feeling of it.  When we grasp the feeling and allow our human body, as a computer, to feel and assimilate, then that thought which is abstract can be known to us by instinct.  Mostly this is only accomplished on an unconscious level where we are closer to our Higher Self, however we must now become capable of doing this on a conscious level."

"The experiences many have had with Angels are in direct accord with their level of understanding.  Some see a ball of energy.  Some merely feel this tremendous love.  Others feel a great electrical sensation running through their body.  The experience is fitted to the need of the individual at the time.  The point is, it changes their attitude and alters their priorities.  It is a way of bringing in The Light."

"In a lucid dream one time, I saw the thousands of space craft that are truly in the sky.  They are in The 4th Density Level, and we of 3rd Density are unable to see them, unless it is necessary for contact or our Higher Selves allow this.  The destruction of The Earth or whatever you wish to call The Transition is only on The Physical Level (3rd Density Physical).  There is no need to be housed within the space ships when one's embodiment has mutated into 4th Density.  That information was of the old school.  We have, on this Earth, believe it or not come to the point where accelerated evolution is now possible."

"The Multidimensional Self is 4th Density.  The Higher Self is The Crown Chakra of The Multidimensional Self.  The Higher Self is the umbilical cord to The Gestalt or Group Mind.  The Higher Self becomes The Heart Chakra at The 5th Density Level.  Sixth Density is when The Higher Self is The Root Chakra.  Within Group Mind, there is continuous moving up and down of vibration in order to gather more experience."

02-11-95:

"In regard to the St. Germain encounter, I asked Group Mind what was said.  They told me that this portion of Sherry was only allowed the limited memory that I have.  I was taken out of body to meet with this Entity to make a deep, impressed memory.  The California vision (massive earth movement and fires) was of the future.  The instruction was given to my unconscious as a Divine intervention.  When I achieve a higher level or vibration, my Higher Self will allow me to have full remembrance of that encounter.  It was a 2-fold deal: partly for my conscious as a tremendous impression and partly as Divine instruction stored in my unconscious for the appropriate time."

"According to Group Mind, those who should move away from California will have a gut feeling of being uncomfortable or a tremendous drawing to a new area.  These are the ones who do not require the earthquake experience."

"In my channeling today, I was told that there is no sense of separateness in 4th Density.  Within That Level and above, all thoughts are known instantaneously to the whole.  We who are to enter into 4th Density must stop seeing ourselves as individuals but rather in all around us, as connected, a whole.  This message was given to me in a very strong way."

"As to Sathya Sai Baba, Group Mind says that this One is of 6th Density access and a braided Walk-In.  There are 2 others.  Their main purpose is to elevate and balance the Earth Logos' vibrations as well as being a Teacher by example.  This One has full memory but is not permitted in any way to alter or interfere with the earth intrigue.  We will become similar in that the braiding will occur but only up to our own level of experience in totality."

"I have had the experience of seeing another being superimposed over a person's body 3 times before. (A very psychic woman had seen Krishna superimposed on my form.)  You are obviously Krishna.  The ones I saw were other incarnations of the person being superimposed upon.  There is much we do not understand."

"I know that you have a difficult time seeing the goodness and greatness which you are.  Group Mind keeps nudging me to give you this message:  'When you can allow yourself your goodness and greatness, you will no longer create for yourself the illusion of servitude.  You will no longer be without means, and you will no longer feel the need to starve yourself to attain the feeling of worth'."

"'You must get in touch with the incarnation which so influences you into this sacrifice thing.  When you can see your great love, you will free yourself and the other self or selves involved in this.  Envision for yourself a life of peace, prosperity, and good health.  We create our illusion.  You don't need humility.  You already experienced that.  Now embrace yourself as perfection in all that you do.  What you envision, you will manifest.  Try to accept the Love and Light that you are, and it will grow in the basking of your love of yourself.'  So sayeth Group Mind."

"Your healing experience will open you to your command and knowledge of the power of love.  You will receive healing also, for in healing another, you are healed yourself.  We are one."

07-15-95:

"Remember when Group Mind spoke of teaching by example once one has Ascended?  Your Sunny Baba has achieved this Level.  He is Ascended and has stayed in the physical in order to teach by being.  All the words written on the subject cannot explain better then being in the presence of a true example of Ascended Man.  He is totally merged with his Group Mind at all times and free of the emotional veil which engulfs us all.  Also, he did so without all of the denial and fasting.  He achieved his present level through great joy and release."

08-06-95:

"This is all an illusion.  If you truly need something, it will come to you in one way or another.  You create your illusion by free will.  The loving energies of another are always helpful, however you are responsible entirely for your own illusion.  When you accept and allow your own power, you will be much closer to the knowledge of the Totality of yourself.  You are in control of your 'Activation'.  All you must do is allow it to be."

09-08-95:

"I do believe that you are to serve as a vessel for The Kuthumi Group Mind."

"The reason things are now going your way is because you allow it to.  You have, on a conscious level, altered the old, pessimistic, logical way of thinking and have become more lyrical and flowing in your thinking.  Also, you have reached more inwardly and in so doing let go of the human experiment without.  The more you can do this, the more objective in your surveying of the Earth Illusion, the more flow of Light and Love that you will allow to come to you.  That's how your van got fixed and you received money.  Only wish for what you need."

"See yourself as a vehicle of Love and Light on a mission to leave each place you visit a little better through touching different people and places with your loving intent.  Wake up every day to see what new miracle awaits you for your experience.  Know that this existence is a gift of great love and purpose."

"These last 2 paragraphs were from The Confederation.  They know you and can also be of service to you when asked."

10-08-95:

"You seem doubtful as to the purpose of lifting one's level up out of this dimension.  True, our Higher Portions are already there, but you do not realize how much experience and information we will bring to that Higher Portion of ourselves.  We are the gatherers of knowledge in which to enrich The Whole.  If we do not give credibility to our own existence, then we do not hold ourselves as a part of The Living Creator.  Our purpose is most important in the creation process.  Without our egos and serial and incarnated selves, there is no learning or teaching in Creation."

"Our free will offers many opportunities to express a totally innovative way in which to experience and create for The Whole.  Infinity is continual change and growth and creation.  We are the ones on the lower levels most free to express our desires in Creation.  Our Higher Portions look upon us in awe and in some cases joy, others sorrow, in our endeavors and blindness within the Earth Plane.  When we achieve the knowledge of who we really are, we not only elevate and evolve ourselves but our Higher Selves as well.  We get one step closer to merging with The One Infinite Creator.  This is the goal of all."

"You asked why we should put forth such effort when we can ask a psychic or channel.  That is giving responsibility over to another.  We are responsible for ourselves.  We have the free will to go for the ride or achieve, for ourselves and our Group Mind, the great step closer to the merging with The Creator.  Achieving the great step forward is only one reward.  The other is to save our Mother Earth from becoming laggard.  If we, who strive to the Love and Light with intent to raise the vibrations of a planet which only responds to those who dwell within her Plane, can raise her vibrations in order to achieve her own Transition, we are truly doing blessed and loving service for The Creator."

"I would not use the term, surrender, to the will of The Higher Self.  I would see it more as accepting guidance from the more Divine Portion of ourselves.  Perhaps by allowing oneself to be guided is a surrender of sorts.  I see it more as a working partnership in the intent of bringing forth the Love and the Light so needed to pull this thing off."

12-30-95:

"I have a very strong feeling that we are connected not only in Atlantis but also in the area that you are in (Guatemala).  Ask about the Incan Turtle Clan.  I know I am strongly connected to that and now feel that you are also.  I don't know the exact location, but it is in the Central America Area."

"After talking with you last night, a wonderful thing happened.  I saw again the incarnation of me as an Inca boy.  This time when I looked at the Medicine Man, he was you.  He seemed to loom toward me as if in an introductory manner.  I knew without a doubt that this entity was a portion of you.  His name is Tuoca.  Then I was engulfed in a wave of information, flowing lovingly and gently and urgently.  It was a message for you."

"You must physically place yourself on the earth grid in order to connect with other dimensional selves.  You have chosen not to transport your consciousness through space.  Tuoca is the self which you must connect with at this time.  Inca Shaman!"

"Investigate herbs.  They are 2nd Density and closer in connection with Source, since their consciousness has not traveled as far in experience as we have.  They are in service to earth humans and animals.  Their various Divine vibrations serve to adjust and heal the human body."

"Tuoca was skilled in this, and this is the wisdom which you must seek and attain.  Through this connection, you will regain health, learn again to heal, and gather that most precious spiritual portion of your Multidimensional Self.  This door must be opened!  Look for the remnants of the Turtle Clan of the Incas in Central America."

"Readjust your mind as a seeker of the Divine within self.  You must re-connect with this portion of your Soul Grid.  You will travel through places where your Shaman-self dwells in another dimension.  Absorb!  Allow!  The seed will settle in and flourish, and your memory of this most important aspect will return.  This is why you are drawn there.  Now is the time to activate that ancient, spiritual knowledge locked within your Group Mind."

"I am most excited by this information.  The way in which it was given to me was very loving and amazing, very strong and of great importance.  Other information I received was that I not only collected herbs for you but was your apprentice.  I worshipped your skill and knowledge.  Then, as I lay dying from the spider bite, convulsing, I could not understand in my child's mind why you could not save me from dying.  This is our karma and our connection.  Interesting, huh?"

02-10-96:

"Group Mind is nudging me to tell you that you must draw from the inner strength of the Soul Grid.  Your present circumstances (lost passport and tourist permit card in Mexico) present to you the opportunity to truly, in total trust and with great spiritual deliberance, bring to yourself the power to gain control of your illusion.  This is an important time for you."

"More is occurring than you realize.  See through the illusion and command and create your own reality.  The mystical portion is trying to come out in you.  Your Higher Self has put you in this situation with great purpose.  You must depend on that portion of yourself which is connected with your Higher Self.  All you need do is ask for understanding and guidance and truly believe that this guidance will lead you to where you need to be."

03-09-96:

"I was so happy to hear that you arrived safely back in the States (after a series of 'miraculous' occurrences).  Your Guardian Angel was close by your side, showing you that you are never alone and will always be protected.  It was an important and enlightening experience for you to learn this."

"As to what Tuoca looked like, he was tall in my eyes, being a child in that incarnation.  He was of sturdy, muscular build.  He had dark skin and hair and deep, wise eyes.  He wore a headress with some feathers in it and a breast-plate of some sort.  He had necklaces of unpolished stones and other stuff.  I don't know what it was.  It wasn't a loincloth on the bottom but some sort of real cloth that was of different color patterns but crude."

"I saw him most clearly in a carved-out section of mountain, a wide cave but not deep.  On the walls of the cave were crude baskets containing dried plants, and hung from twine were bunches of plants.  On a large, crude table were piles of different colored powder and rocks which, I believe, were used for grinding."

"I saw myself as a beautiful, young boy with long blue-black hair.  The face was so pretty that I thought it was a girl but was told that it was a boy.  I was going up a pathway along the side of a hill or mountain full of jungle-like vegetation.  I know I was gathering plants."

"Then I saw the boy on the ground, writhing in pain and convulsing with great fear apparent on his face.  Then, when I looked through the boy's eyes, above me was Tuoca with great concern in his eyes and great sadness.  I feel that I was more to this man than an errand boy.  I believe there was a loving bond there.  That is all I saw, except when he flew in my face and I had to tell you immediately."

"I don't believe that we will gain control of our illusion according to our human, emotional brain, but rather through the guidance of our Spirit Guides and Higher Self we will be guided and know things before they occur.  I believe that we will reach a stage where we will conduct this earthly illusion purely by instinct and inner guidance, so that we will be able to each perform our individual purpose in perfection.  It will be a day to day, even minute by minute thing.  We will become so connected with our Higher Selves that we will be at last capable of transcending our ego's will and will carry out our divine mission."

"This is becoming more and more apparent to me.  I believe that this is how you were able to escape Mexico with such ease.  You were in a state of grace and were being led by your Higher Self and Guardian Angels.  It is in this way that we will be spared the Tribulation which will affect so many others."

04-96:

"The vision of the New Earth you felt while in the wilderness (Sonora Desert) was, I believe, a true vision.  All will again be pristine, or perhaps it always was.  Group Mind just suggested to me that since this is an illusion that we are experiencing, the level on which we dwell is but a layer of imagination which when imagined in a different way changes.  However, underneath all the imagined Earth is the true, pristine Earth.  Maybe this is what you saw, the true Earth as it was originally created before we dreamers came in consciousness and dreamed up this chaos for experience."

"Jim must know, too, that his time is coming.  It will come to him quietly and profoundly.  He will truly see his connection and find the joy earned by his efforts within this Earth Illusion.  He will rise above the present and be able to see the past as well as the future of his experiences as having been of great purpose.  His joy will be worth his while.  He must be patient that all will be revealed to him in a most exquisite way."  (communication from Lord Jesus-Sananda)

"Jim, I feel so peaceful and warm and have absolutely no pain anywhere.  There is this light, tingling feeling all through me, and my head feels full but not painful.  I am happy to share this with you."

11-22-96:

"I find the 'remote viewing' very interesting.  I also feel that the things these people are seeing will happen.  The only thing is, which serial Earth will these things occur on?  I believe that it is true, that it will occur, but on whichever serial Earth requires the specific experience.  It will not all occur on our realm of existence, but some of it will; whatever is appropriate."

"Rev. Voight in California sent me a paper of symbols given to him by a Mayan Shaman man who is 83 years old.  This man received, in a vision, these symbols and has been searching for their meaning ever since.  He felt that Rev. Voight might know a way to find out what they mean.  That is how I came into it."

"I first looked at the symbols and thought it was impossible.  Then Group Mind said, 'Just relax and take one symbol at a time'.  I spent about 2 hours on them, and through that time a story began to unfold of the journey through space of the Sirians.  These entities created a race of humans.  Then They returned and began to guide these ones unconsciously as well as with a more physical contact.  It also foretold of the coming together again of the human consciousness with the Sirian and a mutating of sorts into a different realm of being.  Also, some of the symbols depicted the movement of the Earth Planet into a different space.  It was very interesting to watch and 'hear' the tale unfold."

03-21-97:

"I have been shown visions of myself filled and surrounded by a great, white/gold light and raising up off my seat in rapture.  People in the room with me were able to 'hear' this great voice in their heads.  It was really neat.  Then I was told that I must prepare this human vehicle in order to absorb such energies.  This is why I am bringing about a transformation of the physical vehicle, so I can be prepared for the greater transformation of my consciousness."

"I have learned that in order to bring into manifestation, one must put out the intent and energy first in the physical.  You cannot boil a pot of water unless you turn on the fire.  I am turning on my fire of intent and energy in order to achieve, while still in the physical, a higher level of vibration.  The wiser consciousness of our Higher Selves will also guide when asked."

06-28-97:

"Why do you feel a drawing to Thailand (a winter trip was planned)?  I suspect that you should explore within for this answer and seek out the incarnation that you are connecting with.  My feeling is that it was a troubled incarnation.  From within would be a safer route to reconnect.  You already relive too many old incarnations in this one."

"If you connect, release, and transcend this one, you may then be able to release the bulk of the others.  This will free you to seek out the joy and happiness which you seem to deny yourself.  Group Mind says that you are in a rut of self-induced penance for which the ego, Jim, is not responsible.  Your ego has chosen to be the cumulative entity (this lifetime being the culmination or apex of all the others) to draw all together, but the task was to gather, resolve, and release."

"Ascension is gained through love and joy.  You must free yourself of all karmic ties to the Earth Illusion in order to do this.  Ask for guidance.  Look more closely and deeply than you ever have before with an attitude of objectivity.  Allow!  Then let go.  You are of a high enough vibration to achieve this.  I hope this message from Group Mind is helpful to you."

07-19-97:

"We (Sherry and I) are the culmination of the apex of all that we have become in all incarnations and serial selves.  As the apex, we must teach through example, finding joy and peace within the self.  The mental connections we have made with these other egos (other incarnations of ourselves) both consciously and unconsciously influence our own illusion and color our actions and reactions.  This can be in a subtle way or in a major way (mental disorders)."

"We must learn to lift ourselves above the illusion and see through the illusion without losing our love and compassion for others also experiencing the illusion.  This is very difficult but, by thinking with a higher mind, can be done.  It is our task to practice this to a point where we have freed ourselves from the other egos' karma, thus freeing ourselves to exist mentally within a higher dimensional level of being."

"This higher level of being is where peace and joy become our illusion instead of the lower vibratory, mundane existence most humans experience.  We are gravitating toward this ability.  It takes practice, patience, and unshakable faith that there are, indeed, higher vibrational levels which we can access at will, with practice.  The first step is to love yourself.  When you truly accept and love yourself, then you will be able to love and accept others.  The hardest step is to forgive yourself.  We humans are so complex that only within ourselves can we ferret out and discover our own 'stuff' which needs to be dealt with.  Our true answers lie within ourselves and must be analyzed and explored and surpassed."

"One thing you must keep uppermost in your mind: everything happens at the appropriate time, and you are where you should be and are doing what you should do.  Follow your instinct or intuition.  If you do this, you are in perfection.  Have patience, and do not clutter your mind with your displeasure in the world around you.  You are only responsible for yourself.  Others are in perfection for their own selves.  Whether you agree with their choices or not is not important.  Your tolerance of their choices is important.  Allow yourself to be, and allow others to be.  This is what I have been taught, and it sure makes my experience here a lot less of a hassle."

08-28-97:

"I had a dream about you the day before yesterday.  You had your hair cut shorter.  Someone had sent you a bunch of vitamins.  They were individually wrapped in clear plastic and were in the shapes of different animals and were very bright, different colors.  You were happy to receive them, and I was happy for you and was helping you to open them up.  I felt that it was very positive for you.  It is only the second time that I remember dreaming about you.  It was very vivid and, I think, important."

"I just got a thought on the dream that I had about you.  The colors of the animals were really bright and full of energy.  I believe that you were being sent the correct energy adjustment and that the message as to how that is going is being relayed to you through interaction with the animals.  There are no coincidences, and since we are all one, The All would be aware of this process occurring in you and reflect it by the presence of specific animals being attracted to you.  See?"

09-25-97:

"I think that your being drawn into Nature as you are is from the depth of yearning to return to Source.  The only pure, spiritual energy which is closest at hand is in Nature.  Their connection is not cut off from Source.  This is why you are so drawn to Nature.  It is purity and, spiritually, the highest realm available to us in this Earth Plane.  This is also why you had so many Shaman lives.  In that simpler time peried, there was more available space to mentally listen and use the gifts of Nature."

"I believe that you do merge with the higher vibratory level while you sleep and have limited memory of it in the waking state.  This is what will be occurring for us.  We will begin to blend into the next level, operating within both levels simultaneously.  When we become comfortable with this new existence, we will be more able to mentally complete our task which brought us here.  We have begun this process now."

04-21-98:

"Group Mind says that Joy is gratitude to The Creator for being given the opportunity to experience and to grow in this Illusion."

05-21-98:

"Group Mind said that our time (for the Earth Changes) has been extended, and I believe that the year 2012 will find us in the new Density (Fourth).  We will see it.  We also will have been existing in both Densities (3rd and 4th) for a few years before it occurs.  This is so that our fragile psyches don't shatter in the process.  It will be very exciting and most interesting."

"Group Mind said that the entire destruction of Planet Earth (through nuclear weapons) would not be allowed to happen like it occurred on Maldek (now the Astreroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter)."

06-11-98:

"The folding of space is what will bring 4th Density into the Earth Dimension.  Something big will have to happen to bring this about, perhaps a comet hit or a nuclear war (regional).  Either way, the Earth will get there.  And we, the fortunate ones, will get to go along for the ride.  I wonder if it will be us who help to fold over the space into our time by being capable of altering our own vehicles and transcending this space into another.  We shall see, and it will not be boring."

"I believe that 2012 will be the time for the Changing.  We now are building to that time.  There is much going on."  (The Dimensional Shift was postponed further by Earth's Planetary Logos and The Solar Logos.)

"I believe that the tip of the scale within the mass consciousness is on the side of the negatives (those of the service-to-self polarity).  However, I am being told that they are in service by bringing about such outrageous circumstances as to jolt into awareness the sleepers and force them to take a stand.  This could also be interesting to observe."

06-01-99:

"Group Mind said that we would be capable of stepping back and forth from this level (3rd Density) to the next (4th Density) at will in order to help others to break through the veil.  With our minds, we would be able to do this.  We would have the ability to alter our structure at the cellular level and pass through the Dimensions as a wave passes through the air.  The Devic Intelligence of our human bodies would heed our will and bring about whatever necessary changes need be made.  Perhaps this is beginning to occur when we are confused about where we are or what we are doing in this or that moment."

06-29-99:

"I am sure Barbara (wife of Howard Ripley in Chico, Calif.) is very capable of going forward (after her passing).  You will all be together again.  In fact, don't be surprised if she visits you after she moves on into the next Dimension (the Astral Levels).  She would be a big help to you from that side."

06-13-00:

"I read with great interest your poem (see 'Entertaining Demons').  You seem to have a good handle on where Jim is coming from and how environment and the Illusion affect your thinking.  This is a very good exercise for you in getting under control the thought process."

"I found it interesting that you referred to the earthy part of yourself as the demons and the Higher Self as 'Seal'.  At the end of reading your poem, I had a really strong impression that the 'Seal' had to do with the 7 Seals in the prophecy of the Bible (Book of Revelations).  Perhaps the Seals (Chakras) will become broken from within and not from without as everyone thinks.  I must admit that I am very intrigued by the 'Seal' thing.  The instant light was very strong, however I was interrupted and could not act immediately on it."

06-24-00  Channeling:

"The significance of the Seal (in 'Entertaining Demons') is in regard to the chakras within all living beings.  The chakras are a highway through which one can travel to experience the various levels of being.  We have never explained this to you in this way before, because you were not yet ready."

"Remember when you (Sherry) traveled through the Orange Ray Vibration (Second Chakra), as you called It?  That vibration has sound, and with the sound and color experienced by you, you were able to teleport to an area of existence you could never have dreamed of.  By taking this trip, you altered your vibration within the Earth Illusion.  The various chakras or seals are a way through which one may travel through time and space."

"Remember when you (Sherry) were out of body and saw the spaceship which was surrounded by green color and which disappeared only to reappear in another area of space and time?  You were aware at the time that it was instantly transported through space but not through time as well.  Or a better word for time would be vibration or experience."

"When one has achieved the ability to use these highways within, one would be able to change the illusion in which one has created.  By bringing back these vibrations, one would bring back also the access to knowledge not accessible within the Earth Vibration.  The more knowledge brought in by 'trips' through the chakras, the more able one would be to alter the illusion and bring about a great change within the body's vibration."

"Within most humans, these chakras are sealed.  When the seal is broken, great changes are brought about.  Do you (Sherry) remember the pain when the seal of your Base or Red Chakra was broken?  You were meditating and reached a vibration which achieved this opening."

"Your next experience was of the Orange Chakra (2nd Chakra) as We have mentioned.  Your upper chakras are thinned out because of a little help from those Entities which you channel.  Remember when Torrillo came in through your Heart Chakra, Monoganon through your Crown Chakra?  That has allowed you to have the higher knowledge and insight which you now enjoy."

"When you (Sherry) channel, your Throat Chakra is opened slightly.  It is, however, up to you to break through and open all of the chakras in sequence.  You and others will achieve this within your lifetime.  The opening of the seals will give you great access to the highways of the levels of knowledge, and you will view levels of existence you could not imagine.  There also, you will meet Entities Who will aid you in completing your chosen task."

"Jim is beginning to be in the position of opening the Red Chakra (the Base or Muladhara Chakra).  His mind is poised to allow his body to react to his desire.  Once achieved, many doors of understanding will be opened for him and will allow him a greater understanding of why he has chosen this incarnation and task."

"We are The Confederation of Man.  We send you Love and Light in the name of The One Infinite Creator."

?-02:

"My Group Mind tells me that the Wanderers' life-styles will not be unduly affected by the turmoil (of the Tribulation)."

06-09-02:

"I feel confident that what I have not achieved, my serial selves have.  The 2 serial selves I was able to merge with chose a little differently than I did.  One had 2 children that I aborted.  Another was still married to my ex-husband.  Some day I hope to connect consciously with the others."

"I must tell you that I awoke in the middle of the night thinking about you.  I was told that one of your serial selves resonates with one of mine.  'That Jim' stayed in the medical field and incorporated holistic healing along with the standard.  He works with acupuncture and herbs.  Then I was reminded of our previous life together, when you were the Medicine Man (Tuoca).  It was awesome.  It gave me chills."

"I feel that whatever path we choose, we are doing just as we should to gain the experience necessary to evolve.  We are dreams, and this is our dream."

09-28-02:

"Gary and I both have really bad joint pains.  I have been told by Group Mind that this is normal for those who are no longer in harmony with the Earth Illusion."

"Group Mind has also shown me that we must become like a vortex, separate from the Earth Illusion.  Through us we can draw into this Plane the White Light, Which will help to merge this Dimension with the next one.  Lapses in memory and a feeling that you don't know where you are are also symptoms.  This is because the Light Bearers are beginning to bridge the Dimensions, and their consciousness is split between the 2.  This will be uncomfortable for quite some time until the Merge is completed, then the Light Bearers will be able to operate quite well in both dimensions (3rd and 4th Densities) at the same time with full knowledge of each simultaneously."

"This is most interesting to me, because the rest of the information is that the Light Bearers will then have a greater access to the consciousness of those trapped within the Earth Illusion (at 3rd Density) and will be able to help to influence them, to awaken and guide them."

"I believe that soon all will be revealed and rudely awaken those who still cling to the 'stories' they have been told.  They will then have to become responsible for themselves.  It will be interesting how many kill themselves and how many will awaken."

12-31-02:

"I had a very interesting experience a couple weeks ago.  I could not sleep, so I decided to meditate.  Before I had much of a chance to do anything, I could see this tightly wound spider web (what it looked like).  As my vision moved toward it, I found myself in this area where there was really dense vegetation and saw a wisp of fog pass before my vision.  Then as I looked up, there were more stars than I had ever seen in my life.  Then when I looked to my right, there were (I presume) 2 pale moons, very pale and in different phases.  I knew by looking at the plants that this was not an area on this Earth Plane and that I had somehow projected my vision into another Dimension or onto another planet somewhere."

"It was really cool!!!  It was also very comfortable to know that my body was still here but that I was able to project enough consciousness to experience this.  I know my Group Mind had a hand in it also.  Anyway, don't know where it was but was glad to have seen it."

04-18-03:

"Sounds like Sunshine (a friend in Grants Pass, Oregon) is deluding herself (about a dream-like experience).  I agree that Beings Who call Themselves 'The Great Ones' do not sit well with me.  I have found, in my channelings, that The Entities are very demure and humble.  They have the 'feel' of joyfulness and love.  I think she may have a bit of interference from her own ego in her meditations."

06-20-03:

"KK sounds like a very interesting person (see 'The Shasta Revelations').  My feelings were positive while I read what you wrote about her in your letter.  I do feel, though, that there will be a separation of sorts which will divide the Dimension here by means of vibrational levels and that that is how the protection will develope for the higher entities (humans).  Since we are, in essence, consciousness made manifest, we have the ability to pass into the various levels at will when we focus our thoughts on it.  I do believe that you will be involved in this also and will finally be allowed to see and understand your task within the Illusion."

08-04-03:

"I believe that you and KK were, indeed, destined to meet at this time."

"What KK is telling you, I believe, is true and does go along with the channeling I did (from Kuthumi).  I think that we are all going to be here (on Earth) until the bitter end.  I have always felt this."

11-21-03:

"As I have been informed before by Group Mind, you are backward in ego (the opposite of egocentric).  You need to have more confidence to enable you to truly fulfill your task here.  There is a tremendous difference between ego and confidence in one's self.  You must learn this.  When you learn this and trust in yourself, you will be able to access the necessary information needed to guide you to your purpose.  Until you are able to do this, you will not be able to consciously reach the information.  Your fear of ego is your stumbling block.  Ask your Higher Self to aid you in releasing yourself from yourself.  Just 'allow' and 'be'.  Know that you are truly loved in Creation and that you are an important asset needed to fulfill the destiny of the Earth Mother and the humans who dwell within her Illusion."

"The Love Masters (see 'Mission of The Love Masters') you speak of will be found and understood by you.  They will also be guided to you.  You, with your experience of living in the wilds of the Earth Mother, will be able to teach them how to survive and adapt.  You will be their guide at first; then they will become your teachers.  They will be ones who would guide those who will awaken to become the structure within the Earth Illusion of the 4th Density Level, the builders, so to speak, of the New Age."

"You will be able to believe in your purpose when you are able to access the information consciously.  You will only be able to access that information when you allow yourself to trust your own self and your own goodness.  Love is the key here.  Love your own self, and you will be free.  You have some disdain with your own self.  You must release this and all attachments to that for which you feel you have failed.  Just 'allow' yourself to 'be'."

"There will be a major change occurring after the first of the year.  It will affect all humans on Earth.  This will bring about a tremendous emotional and unconscious effect which will allow a change of energies now being absorbed into the Earth Illusion.  It will cause Earth Changes as well as changes among those who are in service to self (the negative polarity).  All will be affected in some way.  Those who are of the enlightenment will be less affected, since they have gone through a minor adjustment previously within your earth time."

"There will be a lot of entities within your Plane who will be communicating telepathically.  This interaction will become the norm for many.  It will seem confusing at first but then will become a comfortable and safe means of communication.  It will be a most pleasing experience.  This is where ones there will learn to 'watch' what they think."

"Remember, you (Jim) are but a small portion of The All that is you.  You must learn to access your Totality in order to fulfill your purpose.  Within your Totality is the truth of why you are here.  Have the confidence to expand your consciousness.  Information will, at first, come to you in the smallest ways, perhaps through contact with animals or through other seemingly insignificant ways.  Be always aware and waiting for information.  That is the proper attitude to have."

"The reason that beings from well beyond the Earth are interested in her vibrations is because Earth, like you, is a portion of The Whole.  Therefore, The Whole must be preserved.  The All That Is is just that.  There is no part of Creation that is not cherished.  The Earth is a vital learning center and promoter of experience for The Creator.  Discovery of self is essential to creating possibilities for experience and progression, and the Earth is the best center for this knowledge."

"This is Sherry back again.  Group Mind came in loud and clear.  It is so weird too, since I am at work writing this."

"I feel strongly that K.K. (see 'The Shasta Revelations') is correct.  As I look back over this letter, I would say that Group Mind confirms this and perhaps phrases it in a manner in which you would have a better understanding.  As for my opinion, I too get chills when there is a truth.  Also, I need to tell you that when a thought comes into your mind that you know is not your own, it is a message for you, and you need to heed it."

"As to your dream (future 'dream' of Samadhi State), your Guides sent this to you.  Remember, when you are in the dream state, you have expanded your consciousness into another vibration.  Clarity of dreams is rare, and your's sounds very clear to me.  The Light bursting forth from your head and your obvious joy over it is your connection to your Higher Self, allowing the information to flow into this level of your consciousness.  It will truly be a joyful and exciting time for you."

"Your knowledge of Medicine was important.  It will aid you in becoming a better healer, since you know the workings of the human body and how it is created.  It was  most necessary for you to have this knowledge."

01-18-04:

"I have been re-reading your letter and received the impression from Group Mind that you are being given guidance and always have been.  You just seem not to recognize it for what it is.  It is simply what you may think of as instinct.  You are never alone, as you choose to think, but are surrounded by Guides and Entities Who but wait for you to accept their presence in your being.  Their suggestions are subtle, and listening more within yourself and going with what you 'feel' has served you up to this point.  However, you need to learn to 'tune in' more to these communications.  Pick up your inner phone and listen."

"Your self-described tremendous and obnoxious ego in your younger days was very necessary in your developement for this incarnation.  It proved to you that you could do anything that you set your mind to, even though you had such horrible circumstances growing up (abandonment by parents).  You, with the aid of that grand ego, overcame obstacles that others would have been buried under.  Not only did you overcome them, you conquered and owned them.  This shows a great deal of motivation and focus.  These are also the necessities in becoming a receiver of higher levels of consciousness."

"You do not feel fear; I am sure.  You feel that you are unworthy.  This is truly tragic, because anyone -- anyone is allowed to rise above this level no matter what type of individual they are or what kind of negative or positive experience they have had in this lifetime.  I would suggest that you turn inward and review the 'old Jim'.  Remember him and all the things that he felt and accomplished.  Look at him as you would a stranger, with eyes of compassion and understanding.  Is he not deserving of love?  I would say a big yes.  He is also deserving of admiration for his accomplishments."

"Once you learn to love and accept and forgive that Jim, you will then begin to become whole again and find the balance to complete your task.  You have gone from one extreme to the other in this lifetime.  Now, you must find balance.  Most importantly, you must realize that that old Jim is your key to being capable of focusing and allowing the energies which carry that higher form of knowledge to fill the vehicle in which you dwell.  You must find peace and balance within to prepare the way for the higher vibrations to come forth for you."

"Remember that there is no such thing as sin in this Earth Illusion.  The purpose of this Learning Center is experience and growth, gaining knowledge and rising into a higher level of vibration in order to aid the Earth and her people to also rise in vibration.  Once you perceive your old Jim as a means through which you gained personal growth and experience, you will then be able to allow him and yourself to become one.  This is your first great step toward balance.  Then you can use the attributes of the old Jim, namely focus and motivation, to conquer the obstacle you now find yourself trying to overcome."

"There is great purpose in all that is presented as experience in this incarnation.  You must realize this and take it for what it is -- experience.  Once accepting this, you can see that it is but a small portion of your totality and free yourself of your preconceived disapproval of self.  If the term, ego, offends you, then perceive yourself a finger tip of the soul-embodiment which you are.  When you view yourself in this way, you will see your responsibility to The Whole (Kuthumi Group Mind).  You are the one touching and experiencing this Illusion.  What you experience and the messages you send back to The Whole is very important.  You will also perceive just how insignificant any perceived sins are to The Whole.  This only holds you back and cuts off your ability to feel, express, and experience The Whole and for The Whole.  Do you understand this?  Meditate on it with new eyes and focus."

"Once you find your balance and allow yourself the incoming knowledge which will be coming to you, you will then be given the ability to more consciously be guided and prepared for your task.  It is not a difficult thing to do, and once you learn to love yourself and to stop judging yourself as unworthy and humble, it will flow very easily to you.  See yourself as a being of Love and Light and most worthy to be again merged with your Totality.  Take Them out of your place of reserve and allow yourself to be merged with Them.  It will all take place within your consciousness, and you have a great deal of focusing and forgiving to do for yourself.  You will accomplish this in this lifetime."

"Wow!!  Group Mind came through loud and clear.  It was great feeling Them.  I hope this information helps."

"My feeling about Cyndi K. (friend in Indiana who was supposed to be involved with the Love Masters -- see 'Mission Of The Love Masters') at this point is a parting of the ways for you and she.  She has become embroiled in a wave of negativity and is, at this point in time, unable to pull herself out of it.  This sometimes happens to those who aspire to spirituality.  It is a shame, but she will be given yet another chance to pull herself up out of the negative wave."

03-07-04:

"I feel very, very good about you being in that cabin and with Manu again.  I have always had good vibes about that place (Ananda Bhavan in Grants Pass, Oregon) for you.  I know you had problems with Sunshine, but I always felt you would 'end up' there.  Also, the ability to e-mail is going to open up new worlds for you.  You will see as you use it."

"Sounds like you were guided to just the right place.  Your back (Lower Back Pain) will not get any better if you cannot allow it to rest.  Besides, you are not meant to do hard labor.  Your path now lies in mental work, which will be forthcoming to you.  I feel a lot of new and better things will be coming your way in the near future."

03-14-04:

"There is some reason you were drawn to return to live with Manu.  I feel that there is, in some way, a clue there to find the connection or path upon which you will be able to 'see' your way to your true destination."

"Manu sounds like a Wanderer (see 'The Harvest') who could never totally tolerate the vibrations of this Illusion.  Many who attempt to reach oblivion are Wanderers who have not been able to reach a balance that must be made between this Illusion and their portions of memory.  In their altered states, they do connect and reach that Higher Portion of themselves but are not able to adapt that in this Illusion.  It is a very conflicting place in which to dwell, this state."

"I feel that you are most capable of 'picking out' the portions of information which you are meant to receive and that these messages, which are mixed with great static (like a phone has sometimes), can be frustrating.  You will receive your message, and you will see the truth of why you needed to be there.  There are no coincidences."

"Your work in putting the place back together is a grand service to Manu, and I am sure he appreciates it.  It also keeps you grounded, which is a good thing in this Illusion.  If he wants to deed the cabin over to you, take it by all means.  Perhaps you can sell it some day if you no longer wish to stay there, and this will be a portion of your Silver Platter.  Just go with the flow.  All is as it should be."

03-21-04:

"As to your Kundalini being activated, yes it can be painful if there is a blockage there.  I remember when my blockage at the Red Chakra (Root Chakra) opened up, and man the pain was bad but only for a second or 2.  Then all I could see was red with my Third Eye.  This meant to me that it was opened and receiving the energies it was meant to receive.  You can help to open your Kundalini Chakras by visualizing them as glowing red, orange, yellow, etc., and then visualizing the violet of the Crown Chakra receiving the Violet Ray and washing each Chakra individually for a full minute each.  This takes a lot of concentration but does aid in opening up and cleansing the Chakras.  Try it if you have the time to do this.  Do it every day for a week, and then I will tell you next week how to raise your Kundalini."

"Sound like you are truly living in a hornet's nest.  Perhaps the turmoil surrounding you is to force you to seek peace within through meditation.  Within there is always peace and freedom.  Working on your chakras will help, and you may be surprised at how much better you feel."

"Sounds like Manu is not long for this world.  He no longer desires to live here.  He was, I am sure, very attached to his mate (Sunshine who passed on) and probably cannot tolerate this Illusion without her presence.  It is too bad.  He had a choice of great spiritual achievement and is falling short.  I do not think that he will live much longer.  A lot of High Density Wanderers end up like this.  They simply cannot tolerate this reality.  With all of his money, you would think that he would feel all set.  Guess it proves money isn't everything."

"I do not know why you are there at this time, but I do know there is great purpose in your being there.  Group Mind is not commenting at this time, so They are concerned about infringing upon your free will.  Perhaps as the intrigue there unfolds, it will be clearer to you as to what the needed experience is.  You are a shrewd observer, and I am sure you will 'see' through this experience both with your physical eyes and your Inner Eye."

04-18-04:

"You can no longer do menial, back-breaking work .......................................  My thoughts on Manu are that with the abuse of drugs and alcohol he has allowed himself to be greatly influenced by Negative Entities.  I would never channel if I had even a glass of wine.  He is always 'in the bag' and is left wide open to the Negatives (the Dark Brotherhood).  This would account for his strange behavior.  It is too bad, but those who are of the Light greatly attract the Negatives.  The drugs and alcohol have enabled them to get ahold of Manu.  I don't think he will live much longer.  It's too bad.  I am sure he was very sincere in the beginning, just like Jim Jones was sincere until he too fell to drug abuse."

"I had to smile when you asked if you would lose your karma-free status if you kicked in Manu's head (said in jest).  You only gain karma from not letting go of the experience.  If you don't feel guilty about it, you won't take on any karma."

"My God, what is going on there (at Ananda Bhavan)?  I just can't believe what you are going through!  I don't think I could handle all that you are experiencing.  You need to follow your heart, and if it tells you to remove yourself from that mess, you need to do so post-haste.  I do know that all experiences have meaning.  What the meaning there is, I do not see.  You will, in time, be able to see it."

"I have been getting little insights about how our thinking is going to change.  For instance, I think in words when I am trying to work things out or even in typing like I am now.  If I have memory, I think in pictures.  Group Mind is getting me ready to receive some interesting channeling on this, but I have not had much time to sit and listen.  Anyway, once while meditating I received abstract information that I could not interpret.  I think that our mode of thought will be changing into a more efficient means of communication.  It will be done in flashes of instant knowing."

05-09-04:

"So, you finally have had enough (moved out of Ananda Bhavan).  I do not blame you.  It is too bad that this serial Manu is so screwed up.  I am sure another serial Manu has been able to maintain his good intents and is, at this time, creating a wonderful place for spiritual growth.  I have visited some of my serial selves on this level (this vibratory level of existence), and they have taken different paths.  One was even stupid enough to stay married to my ex-husband.  Another had 2 children that I chose not to have.  It is very interesting and a blessing that we have the ability to experience so many options on so many levels at the same time." (from the perspective of our Higher Selves)

"When I have been able to expand my consciousness to a higher level of vibration, I have noticed a complete lack of emotion.  Things are so much clearer without this limitation.  Emotion clouds all of our actions and our capacity to become re-connected with that higher vibrational level of energy/thinking.  When we choose to come into this Density (3rd Density), we come knowing our connectedness will be clouded by emotion.  Operating within the Illusion of Planet Earth blindly is the means through which we create and experience.  On many occasions, obstacles are thown in our way unexpectedly, and our reaction or action is disappointing to us (even devastating).  This is where karma comes in.  It is a mixture of emotional response born entirely within this Illusion and our inability to allow it to be.  Karma is also a teacher, in that without this response via action or reaction we would not be tied to go through the many complicated levels of opportunity within this Planet Earth and serial Earths."

"When we have reached the level of enlightenment and begin to raise in vibration, we begin to understand that we are truly connected to The All That Is and that this Illusion is merely a school from which we will eventually graduate and move on to still another school, one of higher learning.  Having gone through the paces of releasing ourselves from karma either by deed or acceptance that it is truly an experience only (an illusion), then we begin to free ourselves from the limitations of the Illusion and from the emotional attachments of them.  This releasing is the key to freeing ourselves from this Illusion."

"Understanding that every human in this Illusion has experienced or is experiencing most of our own collective experiences allows us to 'see' the truth of this Illusion.  We are experiencing for The Creator, because we and all are The Creator.  The Creator is Creation, and The Creation is The Creator.  When free of this Illusion, we truly understand the deliberate purpose and structure connecting us all together.  Once realizing this, we are free.  It is not an easy task though, since our very bodies (3rd Density) are wrapped in that vibration of emotion.  We, with our thought, must actually change the vibration of this body to let go as much of the lower vibrations as possible while still in this vehicle.  This is done by bringing more of the higher energies into the body through the Chakra System, from the Heart Chakra on up to the Crown Chakra.  Eventually, the 3 lower chakras will begin to lose some of their effect within this body and, in this way, we begin to shed the emotional prison in which we now dwell."

"The vehicle in which we dwell is also a teacher in that it reflects how we are progressing.  Pain, being overweight, being addictive, illness, all of these things reflect our emotional response to this Illusion.  When my leg hurt so badly, I knew it was because I have gained weight again, and this was bringing on an emotional response.  The fact that it was my right leg is because of the responsibility I now have.  Right side is male.  I have taken on the male role in this Illusion and feel overwhelmed at times.  As soon as I set my mind as to a new way of eating, exercising, and attitude adjustment, my leg began to immediately feel better.  The last 3 times I had leg problems, it lasted for months.  This time it has only been about 9 days.  I decided to act and not react this time.  My body is my teacher.  Before, I was angry with my body.  Now I am working with it and listening to it.  I am evolving and, in so doing, my body will reflect this."

"There are so many ways in which we can learn by being observant.  I watch animals and notice which animals seem more prominent or seem to affect me.  I am sure you do this also.  We are all connected, and each component is very valuable and rich in lessons.  I have learned to take nothing for granted and that I must be tolerant.  We do have control.  When I was so frantic about my job being impossible, I prayed to my Angels to help me find another job.  Instead, miraculously my boss has changed totally and is pleasant to work with.  I see him as doing his thing, his illusion, and through him I am able to support myself and my husband.  I am also able to help people in my position, protect them in many small ways.  My Angels did this in some way, because my workplace is totally different now.  For some reason I am meant to stay there, so I look for the reasons and try to grasp the lessons."

"The truth of the reason for your Manu experience belongs to you, and in looking at it with eyes not clouded by emotion perhaps you will see the reason for it.  That is within you alone."

05-16-04:

"I have been reading your 'Shasta Revelations' this a.m. (see 'The Shasta Revelations') ................  Anyway, I read a portion of it this a.m. and did get some thoughts.  I believe that K.K. is right on for the most part.  Of course, none of us receive entirely pure information while in these bodies, but I believe her to be sincere and very pure for the most part."

"The interaction with Brian in the wilderness, I believe, was a gift to you to allow you to understand that you are, indeed, most capable of taking on the role of intuitive guide and teacher.  Your Higher Self and Spirit Guides did give you this experience.  It would not surprise me if it was not one of Them who took human form to bring you this experience." (A young man stumbled into my camp one evening having hiked up a steep ridge that was thick with vegetation and without a trail.)

"The doors on your van not opening from the inside was most interesting to me.  You do 'wear' your van as a second skin, so to speak, so it is interesting to me how it reflected the thoughts you project.  It became manifest in your van as a message, indeed.  I would like to interject here, however, that you are more capable of receiving messages within than you think, and you do not need to be guided by others as you think."

"We all receive messages in many ways, whether in an e-mail, letter, book, TV, conversation, dream, or interaction with Nature.  If we are perceptive and observing, we are being given messages all the time.  Then we run them through our minds and listen within to 'feel' intuitively if they are correct or not.  Intuition, as you know, is memory.  You have an exquisite capability to remember.  You just don't recognize that yet, but you will."

"Have you read 'The Celestine Prophecy'?  It would be a great book to read if you have not done so.  It talks about the exchange of energies between people and that at coming to a certain state of energy, one can leave this Dimension at will and pass into the next.  I believe you will do that at some point.  Also, just a little aside on the subject, Group Mind told me that that is how 'Big Foot' operates.  They come and go at will through the Dimensions."

"We are, indeed, being taught while we sleep.  I was told that if we remembered, it would shatter our dense human minds and bodies.  Our bodies change through the raising of vibration and the speeding up of molecules within this body so we can pass into the next Dimension.  The removing of our earthly anchors, emotionally, frees us to do this.  That is how we can project astrally.  The body is a thought-form and can also be altered in this way.  It must be altered in order for us to achieve our task here within this Earth Plane.  Releasing ties like food, in your case, may be how this is the way you will achieve this.  You have already mostly released the other earth anchors."

"I believe that being thought-forms we are holographs, and being such, we are an illusion.  Once we truly realize this, we will be free of the Illusion.  It is our Higher Selves Who wish us to remain to fulfill the task for which we were projected here to do.  I sure wish They would let us in on the contract or give us some sort of compensation at times.  Ha Ha."

"I think that Cyndi K. is probably deeply enthralled at this time.  I do not know her circumstances at this point, but she 'feels' remote to me at this time.  She may well be reactivated at some point but is not responding now.  The game plan is always changing here.  That is part of the drama and interest in this experience."

"I did receive a strong feeling for you.  You must find compassion in your heart for Manu.  Your anger for him does you a great disservice.  He is, after all, a fellow being in this mire of confusion called Planet Earth.  By having compassion and understanding for this being, you enrich your Soul by achieving the ability of infinite love while in the human embodiment.  Think about this please.  I believe it is important."

05-24-04:

"Got your letter and thank you so much for the picture.  You look good in white (white beard) -- suits you.  Your eyes are still the same, the same ones you have had for so many lifetimes now, many of which I have shared with you in some way."

06-06-04:

"When I talked about your eyes, I meant physical (eyes) in the other lifetimes.  When I saw some of my other lifetimes, my eyes looked the same also.  It must be true that the eyes are the windows to the Soul, because this is one way I recognize people in other incarnations."

"I can pick up the trend of where this Earth is heading by observing politics and the news.  It is like watching the waves coming forth and receding in endless infinity.  I have become detached from most of it and because of this can see where we are heading.  It will be getting more and more interesting as time goes on."

"One more thing -- you must stop analyzing everything.  Just allow and absorb.  You spend too much time thinking.  Your mind is so filled up that you can't hear what your Group Mind might be telling you.  Try to learn to quiet your mind and just allow and 'feel'.  My Group Mind just interjected this."

06-13-04:

"It sounds like Manu is really going off the deep end.  I feel that some day they will either have to take Manu away (psychiatric care) or he will O.D. (overdose on drugs).  It is so sad what being trapped in this human body can do."

06-19-04:

"Gary and I both feel some bad weather changes are forthcoming, and it will not be good for a lot of the world."

"I only read a few pages of your manuscript ('The Shasta Revelations') today and had so much input that I had to stop there, so I could get it all in an e-mail to you.  On K.K.'s comments regarding you being taken out at night (out of body while asleep) and being taught in a level of consciousness above the reach of Negativity (the Dark Forces) within this Earth Illusion, she is most correct.  I was given the memory to relate to you of my personal experience regarding this, which I think would be relevant information for you to mull over in your most active mind."

"While I was on an out-of-body trip (OBE) on one occasion, one of the most profound I have had, I was projected to a place which looked similar to this Plane of Existence but in which I remembered I had the capability to fly and did so with great joy.  I passed into an area of pastel-colored, adobe-type buildings which were rounded (no squareness to them at all) and walked into one of the buildings.  I passed down a hallway which seemed made of awesome marble.  Someone was with me.  I could feel them but did not see them."

"To my left I knew there were many 'lecture' rooms where teaching was done.  I also knew that I was not permitted there.  This makes sense, since when I came back into my body I had total recall.  Had I been given some crucial information which may have been unintentionally given out by myself through my writings, I could see where this could cause a disaster.  That is why I knew I was not to enter any of the rooms.  What K.K. said about keeping the information in your subconscious (for safe-keeping away from the Dark Dudes) makes perfect sense and is correct as far as I am concerned." (K.K.'s Guides told me that for much of my life I have been taken in my astral form while sleeping at night to some secure and secretive place in the Universe where I am taught all that I will need to know for what it is that I came to do, and I've never been allowed memory of these experiences so that the Dark Ones would not have access to that information which is buried deep within my subconscious.)

"On your not believing you are a teacher to the new leaders (the Masters of Love who will establish the foundation of the New Golden Age), Hellooooo!  When you are fully merged with your Higher Levels, you will have full knowledge.  You are a portion of Kuthumi.  He is not a Master to you or separate from you.  You are an actual portion of The Consciousness Group Mind.  I hope you will be able to grasp this.  If you can, it will be easier for you to merge.  Okay?"

"I received a notion that you will not only be teaching children but also adults who are awakening.  This makes more sense anyway.  Not all who will be the guides into the next Density (the 4th) will be kids.  Many will awaken most rudely, and it will be up to you to calm the waters for them and let them know that this whole thing is a Plan and that their forgetting was necessary to hide them from the Negatives' attention.  There will be a mass awakening at a trigger point in time in this Illusion.  I believe it will have something to do with what Group Mind (The Confederation of Man) told me.  'Look to the sky for a sign!'  I have no clue what that means, but They said I would know when I saw it.  It is getting more and more interesting, huh?"

"Another notion that came to me: your back pain is caused by the lack of energy to your Red-Base Chakra.  This lack of energy causes pain, and it is because you are no longer working out of that lower chakra, thus no energy is coming to you for it.  Do not worry about it.  It seems like it is happening to a lot of people now."

"As far as locations allowing for energies, I do believe that, indeed, I live a few miles from the Orange Chakra, the Spleen Chakra (Second), of Mother Earth.  It is the Orange Ray of Change.  This is the Ray I went through to merge with Natarr (Sherry's Multidimensional Self), remember?"

"Well, this is enough information for now.  Will continue to pursue the manuscript.  I find it very interesting and so far right on!  One more thought -- since you now admit to yourself that you are lonely (I never heard you say it that much before), you will not always be so.  I was told this by Group Mind.  When you put out the vibrations, you will receive what you need."

06-27-04:

"Got your e-mail and am happy you were pleased with Group Mind's thoughts.  It was fun for me to read the manuscript ('The Shasta Revelations') and receive Their input for you.  ................  Will look for your e-mail next week and will make an attempt to get back into your manuscript.  There is a lot of important material there, and I must take my time in going through it, but then you know that."

07-04-04:

"I got through quite a few more pages of your manuscript and am more and more impressed with K.K.'s purity of reception and her interpretations of them.  Her influence on you has been excellent, since I have noticed that you are relying more and more on your intuitiveness, where before that ability was blocked by your intense analyzing.  This is good to see."

"I made a few notes as I read the material.  Group Mind was there, indeed.  Light is knowledge (information).  It is intelligent energy of a higher vibratory nature than is available in this Level, 3rd Density.  They asked that I have you remember that we are consciousness which is energy, knowledge, information, creation (we are thought-forms) and that, through the use of these, will achieve evolution into a Higher Realm of Consciousness and Spirit."

"The things that will manifest within this Illusion may not always come as great cataclysmic Earth Changes but may be a more subtle, sudden knowing or remembering.  Many who slumber here do so as a kind of protection from the influences (Dark Forces) that might tend to alter their purpose for being here.  The trigger will become manifest in the sky.  I do not know what it will be or how it will work.  I think it is important that I do not know, since I may become a coward about it.  Who knows?  Anyway, I do not ask."

"When K.K. thanked you for asking questions which, in turn, gave her some information which was appropriate for her to know at that time, she reminded me of the many times that Rev. Voight had asked some really weird questions.  I dutifully requested answers to them and came out with some of the most interesting information that I had received at the time.  We all rely and work with each other on a conscious and unconscious level.  K.K. is humble in the fact that she understands that she is most blessed in the receiving of information and to be gifted with the ability to be of such a wonderful service."

"The test you passed (to be selected as teacher to the Love Masters out of the available candidates who all forgot their purpose for coming and their contract with The Light Forces) is, I believe, the compassion you learned by the torment in this earth life but also your ability to keep yourself alone (solitary existence in the wilderness for many years) and available to receive your nightly education in the Astral Plane (while asleep).  By the way, I went to the place of learning, which I believe was the Astral Plane, when I merged with another self (incarnation) during meditation.  It was quite an experience.  I would love to have another one someday like it."

"K.K. is correct that there is no time on other Levels.  Remember when I told you that we had many surrounding us just waiting for us to simply ask?  It is true; they do so.  They are a portion of us as we are a fragment of them.  We access them through our thoughts and faith and sincerity.  They are the higher portions of our being and do not think of themselves as a self but rather as a portion of The Whole (The Monad or Gestalt of Consciousness).  You learn this when you leave the body a few times.  I know that when I leave (the physical body), I am no longer Sherry (the personality) but a thought within The Whole.  It is hard to explain.  You have to experience it to fully comprehend it, but it is an awesome feeling to be sure."

"You really do organize your thoughts very well and in a most comprehensive manner.  I believe that it is a precursor to your own channelings which will come forth when you are called to fulfill your task here in this Illusion.  It will be a most exciting time for you ...............  Hope you are well and that you continue with your intuitive thinking.  I am very proud of you if that means anything."

03-13-11:

Channeling for Jim


Question:  What is Jim's relationship/connection to Kuthumi?


"We are here.  Jim is connected with The Group Mind Kuthumi through his Higher Self.  However, when able to raise his consciousness to the elevated level of his Higher Self, he is able to connect directly with The Group Mind known as Kuthumi."

"This is accomplished by his capability to speed up the molecular substance of his consciousness (the mental body).  Jim has become very connected to his Higher Self, and his consciousness dwells in that vibration most of the time.  Therefore, he has a more direct path to the knowledge of the Kuthumi knowledge and wisdom."

"In this time within your Illusion, many strong vibrations are occurring.  It is most important to keep that connection strong in preparation for the great changes which are coming to the Earth and the Solar System.  Humanity will have a very difficult time with these new vibrations and will react in many strange ways.  It will be a time of great chaos as well as enlightenment for those who are open to it."

"We leave you in the Love and the Light of our One Infinite Creator.  We are The Confederation of Man."

05-24-11:


"Dear Jim, sorry it took me so long to get back to you. Things have been crazy here, and it seems like when I do have time off, all I want to do is sleep. I believe I am receiving direction from a Higher Source, and that is why I need to be in that level of consciousness. I often awaken with the memory of a dream or the experience of being in a classroom situation. It is interesting to say the least." 

(With regard to my body's emaciation and generalized muscular atrophy)  "It is my belief (intuitively) that your human form cannot handle your higher vibration and is being 'used up'. You were never an Earthling but came from another Density to this one to experience, heal, and to teach. I believe you have stayed true to your task. It will not be long now before our efforts will be totally understood. I am looking forward to that time."
 
"Love & Light,  Sherry"




                                                                                                                                                                         Sherry Cornwell
                                                                                                                                                              (and Natarr and The Confederation of Man)



